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Abstract 
 
 
Spectra-Based Fault Localisation (SBFL) aims to assist de- bugging by applying risk 
evaluation formulæ (sometimes called suspiciousness metrics) to program spectra and 
ranking statements according to the predicted risk. Designing a risk evaluation formula is 
often an intuitive process done by human software engineer. This paper presents a Genetic 
Programming approach for evolving risk assessment formulæ. The empirical evaluation 
using 92 faults from four Unix utilities produces promising results1. GP-evolved equations 
can consistently outperform many of the human-designed formulæ, such as Tarantula, 
Ochiai, Jaccard, Ample, and Wong1/2, up to 5.9 times. More importantly, they can perform 
equally as well as Op2, which was recently proved to be optimal against If-Then-Else-2 
(ITE2) structure, or even outperform it against other program structures. 
                                                
1 The program spectra data used in the paper, as well as the complete empirical results, are available from: 
http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/s.yoo/evolving-sbfl.html. 
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Abstract
random tree() is a linear time and space C++ implementation able to create trees of up to a
billion nodes for genetic programming and genetic improvement experiments. A 3.60GHz
CPU can generate more than 18 million random nodes for GP program trees per second.
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1 Introduction
In most cases genetic programming (GP) represents programs as trees [1, 2]. GP has always needed pseudo
random trees. Firstly for the initial random population and secondly typically mutation operations replace
a small part of an existing program with a small randomly generated subtree. In many cases the same
algorithm, albeit with different parameters, is used both to create the initial population and to mutate
subtrees. Koza’s [1] ramped half-and-half is often used for both. Although ramped half-and-half creates
trees of diverse sizes and shapes it does not sample the space of trees uniformly. (For example, it samples
bushy nearly full trees more heavily. Notice that solutions to some problems, such as the parity problems,
are denser in this bushy sub-space than in general [3].)
Bohm [4] and Iba [5] proposed sampling the space of programs more uniformly by settling on a tree size
and then randomly sampling trees of exactly that size uniformly at random. Following Iba [6]’s linear,
O(tree size), algorithm, I implemented in Andy Singleton’s C++ GPquick [7] a linear algorithm which first
chose at random from a range of tree sizes and then generated uniformly at random a tree of the chosen
size [8]. Like ramped half-and-half, this was used to generate both the initial population and to define
another subtree mutation operator. Note initial random programs were small (perhaps 50 nodes), indeed
subtrees required for mutation are often no more than five nodes. The C++ implementation allowed GP
program trees containing functions with up to four arguments.
Before genetic programming is started, the functions and the number of their arguments (their arities) must
be defined. (This is known as the functionset [1, 2]). GPquick allows this to be done via an external file,
prim.dat. After prim.dat had been read, my rand tree extension to GPquick, created various tables
containing the number of trees with each legal combination of arities [9]. To avoid repeatedly calculating
the tree counts, these tables are consulted during GP run time. When generating a new random tree,
which type of tree (i.e. which combination of arities) is chosen uniformly at random based on the number
of programs of the required size. Although linear in tree size, the implementation was not desperately
efficient, and criticised as such [10], but it was felt not to be too important since the random tree were small
and GP runtime is typically dominated by fitness evaluation rather than genetic operations such as subtree
mutation. That was the situation for twenty years.
With the availability of fast parallel hardware [11] GPquick has been used in greatly extended evolutionary
runs of a hundred of thousand [12, 13], even a million generations [14, 15]. Naturally, with static fitness
functions and no constraints, enormous trees (hundreds of millions of nodes) were evolved. These experi-
ments took weeks or months to run. (GPquick allows terminals and functions to have side effects and does
not exploit their absence [16, 17].)
I hope to significantly reduce run time by evolving considerable further improvements in GPquick. The
question of how to test it on big trees has been address by replacing the evolved trees with randomly
generated trees. The huge evolved trees resemble random trees [12, 15]. The rand tree C++ implementation
(described above) is hopelessly inefficient for trees of a billion nodes, therefore it was rewritten. The new
RAND TREE2 FASTER C++ code deals only with binary trees. The algorithm is still Iba’s [6] and, if
need be, could be extended to deal with trees containing functions with one argument and/or functions with
more than two arguments.
2 Converting Random Permutations into Random Binary Trees
The new random tree() starts by generating a deterministic list of alternate n+1 leafs and n functions and
then uses Knuth’s shuffle to randomise it. That is, starting at the beginning of the list of 2n+1 items, swap
the current item with another item later in the list chosen at random. Move one item at a time along the
list to its end, so that the whole list is now in a random order. Next random tree() converts this random
permutation into a random binary tree.
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Figure 1: Any combination of n vertical (down) moves and n+ 1 horizontal (right) moves from start will
reach end without leaving the square box. Middle: same random sequence but rotated to form valid binary
tree, i.e. stack is never less than empty. Right: tree.
Consider a square lattice grid of side n + 1. If we will have a binary tree with n internal nodes (and
n + 1 leafs) it can be placed into the square as shown in Figure 1 (middle). However our initial random
permutation of n+1 leafs and n functions is unlikely to be a valid tree as it is likely to enter the half of the
square corresponding to having more leafs than positions to attach them. (I.e. doing more stack pops than
the stack has data on it.) See also [9, Fig 5.12 p269]. However in O(n) steps we can find the deepest point
in the lattice curve. I.e. the knee furthest from the blue diagonal in Figure 1 (left) and remap our random
list to start here. This gives us a new lattice curve Figure 1 (right) which is certain never to cross below the
diagonal. This gives the shape of the tree.
A corresponding random program is created in O(n) steps. For each element of the (re-ordered) random
list, the GPquick SETNODE macro is used to set the corresponding node in the GP program. If the list
item is a leaf: a leaf is chosen at random. Otherwise, one of the binary GP functions is chosen at random.
3 Performance
The new implementation, int random tree() rand tree.cc Revision: 1.43, is not of the utmost efficiency. For
example, for ease of debugging and modularity, separate passes are used to create the random tree and
labelled it (with leafs and functions in order to convert it into a GP program). These two passes could be
combined. This might be beneficial, especially for trees which are too big to fit into cache.
Similarly the wellformed() debug check could be disabled and max depth could be calculated from the
lattice (cf. Figure 1) rather than via recurse().
4 Depth of Random Binary Trees
The average height of a random binary tree with N (internal) nodes is 2
√
piN +O(N1/4+) for any  > 0
[9, page 256]. GPquick commonly uses the size of the tree (2N + 1). Therefore the tree depth of a
typical large random tree is ≈ √2pi|size|. This approximation is better than 2% accuracy for trees above
32 000 [18, page 200]. Flajolet and Oldyzko give not just the mean but also the limits for the variance
and all the higher order moments for the distribution of random binary tree depth in terms of gamma and
Riemann Zeta functions. They say for trees of about 20 000 nodes, their estimates are with 10% of the
actual values [18, page 210]. For large trees, they say the distribution of binary tree sizes of a fixed height
is Gaussian [18, page 212].
Although it is not necessary (see [19, 20]) GPquick, like most GP systems, interprets the evolved programs
recursively. The maximum depth of the recursive calls is the depth of the tree used to store the program.
random tree() returns the actual depth of the newly generated tree. This can either be used as a sanity check
that the tree can be evaluated within the available data structures or to set the size of those data structures.
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Figure 2: Examples of large random binary trees. As expected they lie near the Flajolet large tree limit
(depth ≈√2pi|size|). Note log-log scales.
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Figure 3: Time taken to create random binary trees on one core of Intel i7-4790 3.60GHz desktop. As
expected run time scales linearly with tree size. (Note log-log scales.)
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5 Limitations
The new implementation is limited at various points in GPquick by the use of 32 bit integers to describe
the size of programs and so suffers from segmentation errors (SEG FAULT) when trees in the region of
2 000 000 000 are requested.
I have used the short hand “random” to actually mean pseudo random (PRNG). GPquick uses the Park-
Miller random number generator [21, 22]. The number of possible programs is vastly more than the number
of PRNG seeds and so any real program can only be drawn from a tiny subset of the total. Nonetheless the
programs generated appear to be sufficiently random for typical GP use.
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